I SQUADS last Saturday afternoon for the first outdoor handicap meet this spring in the shot put. He made the regular performer to cop a first was without any effort, as usual. Another long spikes.

better performances are to be expected from the two men, as they set unassailable to the feel of children and young men.

STEINBRENNER TAKES TWO FIRSTS

Steinbrenner, McCarthy

And Thorson Are Stars Of Fast Handicap Meet

Spring weather brought out practically the whole Institute track squad last Saturday afternoon for the first outdoor handicap meet this year, and the authorities were quite gratified to the management and Coach Hedlund. The feature of the meet was the establishing of a new Institute record in the javelin throw by McCarthy. He belted the old mark of 173 ft. 6 in., made by Garrod in 1924, with a throw of 173 ft. 6 in. Other high lights in the afternoon’s performances were Austin’s victory in the mile and one-half, and a nice win by F. A. Ladd in the 400-yd. run.

A fairly good turnout of spectators was present, and the number of entries in the various events was unusually large, holding well for the Cardinal and Gray squad in its spring schedule. This was the first time that the new-scored conditions captains had an opportunity to compete against the Cardinal and Gray squad. The better performances are to be expected from the two men, as they set unassailable to the feel of children and young men.
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